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ARM Site Updates FY 2012
ARM Climate Research Facility (http://www.arm.gov/):
Installation of all instrumentation at all fixed sites procured with $60M USD from the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. ARM purchased and deployed new and
upgraded instrumentation, equipment, and infrastructure to improve the atmospheric data
sets used in regional and global climate models. Too numerous to list here, they can be
found at: http://www.arm.gov/about/recovery-act/instruments
Funding to install two additional fixed sites that are anticipated operational by the end of
2013. These two sites are located at Oliktok, Alaska, and the Azores in the Atlantic. The
Azores might be a good candidate for GRAUN, but I suspect another Artic site (Oliktok) is not
needed. (http://www.arm.gov/news/features/post/16355)
Scientists identified the need for data from these regions to evaluate and improve
computer simulations of climate at the global scale, as well as simulations for these climatesensitive regions. Report on the ARM Climate Research Facility Expansion Workshop (2007):
Report on the ARM Climate Research Facility Expansion Workshop.
(http://www.arm.gov/publications/programdocs/doe-sc-arm-0707.pdf?id=28)
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ARM and GRUAN Connection
November 22, 2010: Argonne/NOAA MOU
Provides Vaisala RS-92 raw sonde data and the
associated metadata to the GRUAN Lead Center
for processing with a single GRUAN algorithm that
assesses uncertainty and puts an uncertainty error
for every data point in each file. The GRUAN
processed data is distributed through the National
Center for Climatic Data (NCDC).
December 21, 2011: The ARM raw radiosonde data
and related metadata have been provided to the
GRAUN Lead Center per the MOU. ARM has
provided the acknowledgement for the readme file and its approval to use the
data to the Lead Center.
March 2012 (?): The GRUAN processed ARM data will be made available to the
community through the National Climatic Data Center per the MOU.
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ARM Instrument Uncertainty: A
High Priority
November 28, 2011: ARM Engineering Change Order (#894)
was initiated to:
To have an easily accessible link to an instrument uncertainty table;
To provide a more simple*, high-level expression of each instrument measurement
uncertainty;
To the complete description of each instrument measurement uncertainty table
extracted from the instrument handbooks.
*The simplest expression for measurement uncertainty for an instrument.
This could be the Vendor's claim, a Mentor’s professional opinion, in a perfect
setting operating under ideal conditions, an ideal or goal, etc. The purpose of
requesting the simplest expression for measurement uncertainty is convey to
a user that knows nothing about instrumentation a *ball-park *uncertainty of
how well a measurement can be made by an instrument (or a product of
measurements from different instruments or instrument systems).
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ARM- GRAUN Current Issues (2012)









Although NOAA has funds to initiate CFH launches at the ARM Southern Great
Plains Site for at least one year, there has been a hold on procurements and
implementing Cryogenic Frostpoint Hygrometer (CFH) launches. (Howard
Diamond can address those issues.)
Resolving potential issues with CFH flights at the ARM Darwin Site, which is colocated at Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) Darwin Site. ARM collects the
raw BoM radiosonde (Vaisala RS-92) data for distribution. Agreements would
have to be worked out with specific contracts to have the BoM launch the CFH at
Darwin.
ARM has provided the GRUAN Lead Center with raw radiosonde data for all its
sites. ARM has approved the release of the GRUAN processed ARM radiosonde
data.
ARM is responding to specific metadata issues about the elevations of reference
instrumentation (radiosonde ground reference checks).
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ARM and GRUAN Outcomes





Have a global standard (reference traceable) for (radiosonde) measurements that
allows processed data from all other networks to be evaluated and intercompared
and therefore utilized. (More usable data!)
Allows uncertainties of instrument measurements and observations to more
transparent. (Provides opportunities to do better!)
Possibly change the “image” of uncertainty: uncertainty should not be viewed as
“ignorance”, but more as “confidence”. (Policymakers that rely on model
forecasts have a better understanding of the information!)
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